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A B S T R A C T   

Reliable estimates of crop nitrogen (N) uptake and offtake are critical in estimating N balances, N use efficiencies 
and potential losses to the environment. Calculation of crop N uptake and offtake requires estimates of yield of 
crop product (e.g. grain or beans) and crop residues (e.g. straw or stover) and the N concentration of both 
components. Yields of crop products are often reasonably well known, but those of crop residues are not. While 
the harvest index (HI) can be used to interpolate the quantity of crop residue from available data on crop product 
yields, harvest indices are known to vary across locations, as do N concentrations of residues and crop products. 
The increasing availability of crop data and advanced statistical and machine learning methods present us with 
an opportunity to move towards more locally relevant estimates of crop harvest index and N concentrations using 
more readily available data. The aim of this study was to investigate whether improved estimates of maize crop 
HI and N concentrations of crop products and crop residues can be based on crop data available at the global 
scale, such as crop yield, fertilizer application rates and estimates of yield potential. Experiments from 1487 
different locations conducted across 31 countries were used to test various prediction models. Predictions from 
mixed-effects models and random forest machine learning models provided reasonable levels of prediction ac-
curacy (R2 of between 0.33 and 0.68), with the random forest method having greater accuracy. Although the 
mixed-effects prediction models had lower prediction accuracy than random forest, they did provide better 
interpretability. Selection of which method to use will depend on the objective of the user. Here, the random 
forest and mixed-effects methods were applied to N in maize, but could equally be applied to other crops and 
other nutrients, if data becomes available. This will enable obtaining more locally relevant estimates of crop 
nutrient offtake to improve estimates of nutrient balances and nutrient use efficiency at national, regional or 
global levels, as part of strategies towards more sustainable nutrient management.   

1. Introduction 

Reliable estimates of nutrient uptake and nutrient offtake (removal) 
are critical for estimating nutrient balances and nutrient use efficiencies 
at scales that may range from an individual field or farm to whole 
countries, regions and the world. Particularly for nitrogen (N), such 
nutrient budgeting approaches are constrained by numerous un-
certainties about the underlying data (Zhang et al., 2021a). Considering 
that crop nutrient removal is the major nutrient output component in 

such input-output budgeting approaches, estimating it more precisely is 
at the core of improving the monitoring of N surpluses, N use efficiency 
(NUE) or other nutrient indicators, with a wide range of potential ap-
plications. For example internal nutrient use efficiency, calculated from 
nutrient uptake and crop yield, is an important factor in algorithms that 
recommend nutrient applications rates to farmers (Witt et al., 1999). 

Nitrogen offtake is an important component of the N balance, as it 
provides an indication of how efficiently fertilizer and other N inputs are 
utilized by the crop (Cassman et al., 2002). Numerous global estimates 
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have been made for N balances in crop production, and these estimates 
vary widely at global to national scales (Zhang et al., 2021a). Most of 
these calculations have been made with single ‘average’ estimates of 
crop nutrient concentration applied across the world (Conant et al., 
2013; Lassaletta et al., 2014; Zhang et al., 2021a). Crop product yield 
(CPY) for an area of interest is often reasonably well known from sur-
veys, field measurements or official crop statistics, although yield esti-
mates can vary a lot too, depending on the method chosen (Kosmowski 
et al., 2021). In contrast, crop residue yield (CRY) remaining in the field 
is rarely known for larger areas. Harvest index (HI) is the proportion of 
the above ground biomass that is harvested and marketable (CPY) and is 
a unitless decimal fraction (0 < HI < 1). While the HI can be used to 
interpolate the total quantity of CRY from available data on CPY, HI is 
known to vary across locations, as do N concentrations of crop residues 
(crop residue nitrogen concentration-CRN) and crop products (crop 
product nitrogen concentration-CPN). Another complication is that 
amounts of crop residue left in the field may vary widely, depending on 
harvest technologies, economic use options, and farmer preferences. 

Some general estimates of crop residue amounts have been made for 
other reasons, such as use of residues as biofuel (Lal, 2005) or ac-
counting of nitrous oxide emissions from crop residues (www.fao. 
org/faostat/en/#data/GA/metadata). However, to our knowledge, 
there is no readily available global data base on crop residues amounts 
and their use in cropland. 

The increasing availability of crop data and advanced statistical and 
machine learning methods presents us with the opportunity to move 
toward more locally relevant estimates of crop HI, CPN and CRN, which 
in turn can improve N budgets and use efficiency estimates at national to 
global scales. Some important sources of globally available data that 
may offer potential to improve estimates of crop N offtake include CPY 
data from the UN-FAO (FAOSTAT, 2020), fertilizer application rate data 
(Heffer et al., 2017; Ludemann et al., 2022), and crop yield potential 
data (van Ittersum et al., 2013). We hypothesized that these three var-
iables are all potentially related to HI, CPN and CRN of maize. 

In this study, we use maize as a case-study to assess how well HI, CPN 
and CRN can be predicted using a limited set of globally available var-
iables (i.e. CPY, fertilizer application and potential yields). First, an 
elaboration is made on some of the key concepts used in this study as 
well as how the three key explanatory variables are expected to be 
related to HI, CPN and CRN (as hypotheses). The work in this paper 
focuses on the above metrics for N in maize. Subsequently, we aim to 
apply the same methodology to other crops and nutrients, hoping to 
establish a globally applicable set of nutrient removal prediction 
algorithms. 

2. Concepts and hypotheses 

2.1. Concepts 

Nutrient offtake is defined as “nutrient removal from the soil system 
through the harvest of crops” (NAL USDA, 2021), whereas nutrient 
uptake refers to the total quantity of nutrients accumulated in above-
ground biomass at the time of sampling. Note that, primarily for prag-
matic reasons, this definition excludes nutrients accumulated in 
belowground biomass (roots). Nutrient uptake defined in this way is 
appropriate for annual crops, and sampling typically occurs at physio-
logical maturity. For annual seed crops like cereals, nutrient uptake is 
determined by summing the nutrient accumulation across two above 
ground components: 1) the seed and 2) all non-seed organs, referred to 
commonly as the “residue” or “stover”, including stems and leaves. For 
both components, nutrient accumulation is calculated as the product of 

Table 1 
Relevant variables in the maize dataset for this study.  

Abbreviation Description Units 

AGY Above ground (biomass) yield Mg DM ha-1a 

CPY Crop product yield Mg DM ha-1 

CRY Crop residue yield Mg DM ha-1 

HI Harvest index (CPY/AGY) Proportion 
FN Fertilizer nitrogen (N) application rate kg N per m2 

FP Fertilizer phosphorus (P) application rate kg elemental P per 
m2 

FK Fertilizer potassium (K) application rate kg elemental K per 
m2 

CPN Crop product N concentration % (100 × kg N per 
kg DM-1) 

CRN Crop residue N concentration % (100 × kg N per 
kg DM-1) 

Yp Non-water limited yield potential Mg DM ha-1 (of 
CPY) 

Yw Water limited yield potential Mg DM ha-1 (of 
CPY) 

Ypot Yield potential where Yp was used for 
irrigated sites and Yw was used for non- 
irrigated (rainfed) sites. 

Mg DM ha-1 (of 
CPY) 

RY Relative yield gap closure (calculated 
specifically for each year) calculated as CPY 
divided by Ypot. 

Proportion  

a Megagrams (Mg) of dry matter (DM) per hectare (ha). 

Table 2 
Hypothesis 1, 2 and 3 of this study listed with the models used to test these hypotheses.  

CPY models FN models Ypot models RY models CPN models 

Hypothesis 1: That variation in harvest index (HI) of maize can be explained using crop product yield (CPY), fertilizer application rates of N (FN), phosphorus (FP), potassium 
(FK), yield potential (Ypot), and/or relative yield potential (RY)a. 

1) HI~ CPY 6) HI~FN 9) HI~Ypot 11) HI~RY  
2) HI~ CPY2 7) HI~FN+FP 10) HI~Ypot + CPY   
3) HI~CPY+FN 8) HI~FN+FP+FK    
4) HI~CPY+FN+FP     
5) HI~CPY+FN+FP+FK     
Hypothesis 2: That variation in crop product nitrogen (CPN) concentration of maize can be explained using CPY, FN, FP, FK Ypot and/or RYa. 
1) CPN~ CPY 5) CPN~FN 8) CPN~Ypot 13) CPN~RY  
2) CPN~CPY+FN 6) CPN~FN+FP 9) CPN~ Ypot+ CPY 14) CPN~RY+FN  
3) CPN~CPY+FN+FP 7) CPN~FN+FP+FK 10) CPN~Ypot+FN 15) CPN~RY+FN+FP  
4) CPN~CPY+FN+FP+FK  11) CPN~Ypot+FN+FP 16) CPN~RY+FN+FP + FK    

12) CPN~Ypot+FN+FP+FK   
Hypothesis 3: That variation in crop residue nitrogen (CRN) concentration of maize can be explained using CPY, FN, FP, FK, Ypot, RY and CPNa. 
1) CRN~ CPY 4) CRN~FN 5) CRN~Ypot 9) CRN~RY 12) CRN~CPN 
2) CRN~CPY+FN  6) CRN~Ypot +CPN 10) CRN~RY + CPN 13) CRN~CPN+ CPY 
3) CRN~CPY+FN +FP  7) CRN~Ypot +FN 11) CRN~RY +FN 14) CRN ~CPN + CPY + FN   

8) CRN~Ypot +FN +FP  15) CRN ~CPN + CPY + FN +FP     
16) CRN ~CPN + CPY + FN +FP +FK  

a Abbreviations for variables are described in Table 1, and all these models included a ‘region’ random effect in a mixed-effects model. Not all combinations were 
modelled due to lack of data. Further explanation of how the models were used to test the hypotheses are included in the Material and Methods section. 
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the mass of accumulated dry matter (kg DM) and nutrient concentration 
expressed on a dry matter basis (g kg DM-1). In this paper, we use CPY to 
denote the mass of dry matter accumulated in the marketable crop 
product, expressed on an area basis (Mg DM ha-1) (Table 1). We define 
CRY as the mass of dry matter accumulated among all other above 
ground plant organs, expressed on an area basis (Mg DM ha-1). Above 
ground yield (AGY) is the sum of CPY and CRY (Mg ha-1). 

Nutrient uptake, nutrient offtake, AGY, CPY, CRY, and HI data is 
scalable. They can be quantified for a single plant or summarized for a 
crop production region encompassing several countries. As these metrics 
are scaled, their sources of data become different. Published data at the 
sub-field to field scales usually come from scientific investigations. Each 
data set from this scale will often report several of the metrics. When 
compiled across many such studies, data on all metrics can be collected 

and summarized. Published data at sub-country to country scales often 
come from surveys conducted by governmental or industrial organiza-
tions and usually contain only CPY, fertilizer consumption, and/or fer-
tilizer application rates. Such data are typically collected at this scale to 
inform decisions about markets. Thus, to calculate nutrient offtake and 
uptake at larger scales, nutrient concentration data assembled from 
smaller scale studies are combined with unrelated, survey data con-
ducted at larger scales. 

The following section will include rationale for including variables in 
models to test the three hypotheses (Table 2) in this study. 

Fig. 1. A map showing the locations of trials from which data were used in the analysis of this study. The size of the symbols relate to the number of unique datum for 
each location. A unique datum represents a unique treatment-replicate combination. 

Table 3 
Mean values of important variables in dataset analyzed in this study* .  

Region* * Mean values for each variable* **  

FN 
(kg ha-1) 

FP 
(kg 
ha-1) 

FK 
(kg 
ha-1) 

CPY 
(Mg DM 
ha-1) 

CRY 
(Mg DM 
ha-1) 

Ypot 
(Mg DM 
ha-1) 

HI 
(-) 

CPN 
(%) 

CRN 
(%) 

Trials per region**** 

Africa  113  29  27  3.71 6.45 7.59 0.38 1.26 0.86  331 
East Asia  165  54  77  6.38 6.46 10.63 0.48 1.32 0.65  417 
Eastern Europe & Central Asia  30  0  0  6.13 NA NA NA NA NA  1 
Latin America  116  28  38  8.29 8.84 9.54 0.48 1.34 0.45  76 
North America  151  19  41  10.5 9.88 11.8 0.5 1.3 0.76  38 
Oceania  174  0  0  5.08 8.68 NA 0.36 1.13 0.68  1 
South Asia  129  32  47  4.76 7.91 8.3 0.39 1.47 0.75  605 
West Asia  156  65  29  8.79 10.5 17.59 0.44 1.7 1.03  7 
Western and Central Europe  107  34  81  8.53 NA 6.64 NA 1.19 NA  11 
World  136  32  50  7.73 8.57 10.29 0.45 1.32 0.73  1487 
*The mean values are representative across all treatments in the data provided and may not represent the mean values for the typical fertilizer application rates in each region. Standard 

deviations for these parameters are included in Appendix D. 
* *Region based on IFA (2021). 
* **where: CPY=crop product yield (megagrams dry matter (Mg DM) ha-1), CRY=crop residue yield (Mg DM ha-1), HI=harvest index (product yield as a proportion of above ground 
biomass), FN=fertilizer nitrogen (N) applied (kg N ha-1), FP=fertilizer phosphorus applied (kg elemental P ha-1), FK=fertilizer potassium applied (kg elemental K ha-1), CPN=crop 
product N concentration % (100 × kg N kg-1 DM), CRN=crop residue N concentration % (100 × kg N kg-1 DM),Ypot= yield potential from Global Yield Gap Atlas (Mg DM crop 
product ha-1). 
* ** *Unique trial locations (based on GPS coordinates) were used as a proxy for estimating the number of trials per region.  
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2.2. Hypothesis 1: harvest index 

2.2.1. Crop product yield 
We hypothesize that HI will increase with CPY. In analyzing histor-

ical yield trends, Lorenz et al. (2010) pointed out that the relationship 
between CPY and HI was decreasing because some modern cultivars 
may be approaching a HI threshold by which further increases in grain 
yield will come from proportionate increases in biomass yield. They also 
speculated that maize in the USA may have already reached this 
threshold. Genetics plays a key part in variation in maize HI (Hay and 
Gilbert, 2001) and HI is a fairly stable trait, but variations in manage-
ment practices (e.g. plant density, water supply, nutrient input) also 
affect HI (Evans, 1998; Trachsel et al., 2016). Unfortunately, there are 
no global aggregations of maize genetics and associated HI. However, 
CPY of maize differs by crop genetics, so CPY could be an alternative 
(widely available) explanatory variable for HI. 

2.2.2. N application 
A priori, the hypothesis is that there is an effect of N application on HI 

in maize, i.e. an increase in HI as a result of increased grain production 
relative to vegetative biomass (up to a maximum) due to higher N 
application. However, these effects may also be dwarfed by other fac-
tors. For instance, Hay and Gilbert (2001) showed no difference in HI for 
the same varieties of maize when no and adequate (200 kg N ha-1 year-1) 

N fertilizer was applied, but a statistically significant difference of 0.1 
(in HI) between ‘Landrace’ and ‘Improved’ varieties of maize when the 
same quantity of nutrients were applied to each variety. Furthermore, 
while Trachsel et al. (2016) showed a 0.03 greater HI in maize subjected 
to high levels of N fertilization compared with low nitrogen conditions, 
the difference in HI from N application paled in comparison with the 
0.1–0.15 difference in HI between maize genetics. 

2.2.3. Yield potential 
Crop yield potential was defined by van Ittersum et al. (2013) as the 

’yield of a crop cultivar when grown with water and nutrients non limiting 
and biotic stress effectively controlled’. The yield potential estimated 
specifically for either rainfed or irrigated conditions will in this study be 
referred to as the ‘Ypot’ yield potential. Ypot values are estimated solely 
on crop growth determined by ‘solar radiation, temperature, atmo-
spheric CO2 concentrations and genetic characteristics’ (and water 
limitations in the case of rainfed or partially irrigated conditions) (www. 
yieldgap.org/glossary). Given how Ypot is estimated, it is therefore 
unsurprising that Ypot values are generally correlated to actual CPY 
values (van Ittersum et al., 2013). This offers an opportunity to use Ypot 
as an explanatory/predictive variable in the absence of, or in addition to, 
actual CPY data for predicting HI. 

Fig. 2. Work flow used for investigating whether variation in crop product and crop residue nitrogen concentration and crop harvest index of maize can be explained 
using only a limited set of widely available variables. 
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2.3. Hypotheses 2 and 3: N concentration of crop products and crop 
residues 

2.3.1. Crop product yield 
CPY was shown to explain observed variation for CPN in maize 

(Ciampitti and Vyn, 2013). A meta-analysis by Liu et al. (2021) indi-
cated that CPN decreased with increasing CPY of maize, rice and wheat. 

Likewise, analysis of maize data by Ciampitti and Vyn (2013) indicated a 
negative asymptotic relationship between maize nutrient concentration 
of numerous nutrients and mass of plant biomass. 

Crop-nutrient models sometimes include ranges for maximum dilu-
tion and maximum accumulation of nutrients in the crop, such as used in 
the QUEFTS model for maize (Janssen et al., 1990) and its later appli-
cations (Setiyono et al., 2010). The maximum dilution of nutrients 
represents a situation where a particular nutrient is the ‘grain yield 
limiting factor’. In this case the nutrient is diluted in the plant to its 
maximum extent and the grain yield is at its zenith given the amount of 
nutrient absorbed (Janssen et al., 1990). In contrast, the maximum 
accumulation of nutrients represents the situation where that particular 
nutrient is excessively available and the nutrient is maximally accu-
mulated. In such case, grain yield is being limited or reduced by one or 
more growth limiting and reducing factors (apart from the nutrient 
concerned) (Janssen et al., 1990; van Ittersum et al., 2013). 

The median slope of the maximal dilution and maximal accumula-
tion of a nutrient are sometimes used to aid assumptions for crop 
nutrient balances at various spatial levels (Salvagiotti et al., 2021). For N 
in maize, Setiyono et al. (2010) estimated a value between 40 and 83 kg 
yield (kg N uptake)-1, or as a corollary to these values, 0.025–0.012 kg N 
(kg DM)-1. These relationships have been supported by multiple studies 
(Keulen and Heemst, 1982; Saidou et al., 2003; Xu et al., 2013; Shehu 
et al., 2019). 

A direct relationship between CPY of maize and CPN or CRN has not 
been well defined. This can be partly explained by the fact that in many 
experiments, greater yield is achieved through greater application rates 

Fig. 3. Correlation (R2) plot for a selection of variables from the maize dataset 
where variables are described in Table 1 (not all variables were included due to 
availability of data). Dependent variables are underlined. 

Table 4 
Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) and Nakagawa’s conditional r squared (R2) 
values for mixed effects models explaining observed variation in harvest index 
(HI). Models in bold were chosen as predictor models. Model variables are 
described in Table 1.  

Model 
name 

Data sub- 
selection* 

Model equation (“Region” was 
used as a random factor in all 
equations) 

AIC* * R2 

* ** 

log_1 CPY HI~ a*log(CPY)þb  NA 
H1_1 CPY HI ~ CPY  0.54 
H1_2 CPY HI ~ CPY þ CPY2 Best 

AIC 
0.57 

H1_3 CPY HI ~ CPY + FN  0.53 
H1_4 CPY HI ~ CPY + FN + FP  0.51 
H1_5 CPY HI ~ CPY + FN + FP + FK  0.45 
H1_6 FN HI ~ FN Best 

AIC 
0.31 

H1_7 FN HI ~ FN + FP  0.29 
H1_8 FN HI ~ FN + FP + FK  0.36 
H1_9 Ypot HI ~ Ypot  0.22 
H1_10 Ypot HI ~ Ypot þ CPY Best 

AIC 
0.46 

H1_11 RY HI ~ RY Best 
AIC 

0.26 

*Each data sub-selection included the same data for the variable listed in this 
column. 
* *Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) is a measure of the relative quality of 
statistical models for a set of data whereby a more negative value indicates a 
greater relative quality compared with another model (Burnham and Anderson, 
2002). This column indicates which model is best based on AIC for each 
sub-selection of the dataset, i.e. the sub-selection of the overall dataset used for 
the CPY, FN, Ypot and RY models.* **This is a conditional coefficient of 
determination for a linear mixed-effects model that is based on variance of the 
fixed and random effects (a value between 0 and 1) (Nakagawa et al., 2017). 

Table 5 
Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) and Nakagawa’s conditional r squared (R2) 
values for mixed-effects models explaining observed variation in crop product 
nitrogen concentration (CPN). Models in bold were chosen as predictor models. 
Model variables are described in Table 1.  

Model 
name 

Data sub- 
selection* 

Model equation (“region” was 
used as a random factor in all 
equations) 

AIC* * R2 

* ** 

H2_1 CPY CPN ~ CPY   0.26 
H2_2 CPY CPN ~ CPY + FN   0.37 
H2_3 CPY CPN ~ CPY þ FNþ FP Best 

AIC  
0.39 

H2_4 CPY CPN ~ CPY + FN + FP + FK   0.38 
H2_5 FN CPN ~ FN   0.35 
H2_6 FN CPN ~ FN þ FP Best 

AIC  
0.36 

H2_7 FN CPN ~ FN + FP + FK   0.35 
H2_8 Ypot CPN ~ Ypot   0.58 
H2_9 Ypot CPN ~ Ypot +CPY   0.63 
H2_10 Ypot CPN ~ Ypot þ FN* ** * Best 

AIC  
0.67 

H2_11 Ypot CPN ~ Ypot + FN + FP   0.68 
H2_12 Ypot CPN ~ Ypot + FN + FP + FK   0.70 
H2_13 RY CPN ~ RY   0.58 
H2_14 RY CPN ~ RY þ FN Best 

AIC  
0.65 

H2_15 RY CPN ~ RY + FN + FP   0.64 
H2_16 RY CPN ~ RY + FN + FP + FK   0.67 

*Each data sub-selection included the same data for the variable listed in this 
column. 
* *Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) is a measure of the relative quality of 
statistical models for a set of data whereby a more negative value indicates a 
greater relative quality compared with another model (Burnham and Anderson, 
2002). This column indicates which model is best based on AIC for each 
sub-selection of the dataset, i.e. the sub-selection of the overall dataset used for 
the CPY, FN, Ypot and RY models. 
* **This is a conditional coefficient of determination for a linear mixed-effects 
model that is based on variance of the fixed and random effects (a value be-
tween 0 and 1) (Nakagawa et al., 2017). 
* ** *H2_10 was chosen instead of H2_11 (despite H2_11 having a better AIC) 
because it was shown that the coefficient for FP was non-significant (using 95% 
confidence intervals). 
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of nutrients, confounding the relationship between nutrient concentra-
tion and crop yield. This highlights the importance of assessing the 
potential of application rates of nutrients (especially N) to predict CPN 
and CRN, in combination with CPY. 

2.3.2. N application 
Application of nutrients has long been known to affect nutrient 

concentration of crop products and crop residues. For example, Dilz 
(1971) showed that N concentration of wheat grain and residue were 
closely (positively) related to increasing N application rate, albeit with 
lower absolute N concentration of the crop residue compared to the crop 
product. Numerous studies have highlighted positive relationships be-
tween the quantity of N applied and the CPN of maize (Correndo et al., 
2021). 

2.3.3. Yield potential 
An alternative approach to using CPY values for improving estimates 

of CPN and CRN is to use estimates of yield potential for each location. 
The Ypot information may provide superior explanatory power 
compared with CPY alone because unlike CPY, Ypot is not confounded 
by application rates of nutrients and other agronomic factors such as 
differences in crop protection and plant density. It is known from N 
response and genetic gain trials that N concentration in harvested 
product decreases with increasing Ypot (due to ‘nutrient dilution’), at a 
given N rate (Peng et al., 2022). In other words, N application rate 
relative to Ypot would govern N concentration. Hence combining both 
these predictors simultaneously could make sense. Alternatively, if 

actual yield is N limited, the ratio of actual yield to potential yield 
(CPY/Ypot, i.e. relative yield potential, RY) already incorporates both N 
rate (and Ypot); therefore this ratio might prove a suitable predictor for 
N concentration of crop components in models that leave out N appli-
cation rate. 

RY could therefore be used as an independent variable to estimate N 
concentration of crop products and residues. When CPY is below Ypot, 
this indicates one or more yield limitations exist. If N is the primary 
limitation, then CRN and possibly CPN will tend toward ‘maximum 
dilution’ as defined in the QUEFTS framework. Under this condition, 
CPY is linearly related to total N uptake. If N is not the primary limiting 
factor, then CPN and CRN are more likely to tend toward ‘maximum 
accumulation.’ The strength of the linear relationship between CPY and 
CRN and/or CPN when CPY< <Ypot thus depends on the degree to 
which N is the primary cause of the yield limitation. 

3. Material and Methods 

3.1. Data collection 

Two main sources of data were used in this study. The first source 
resulted from a request for raw experimental field data sent out to re-
searchers and organizations around the world. The second source 
resulted from a data search from the peer-reviewed literature. In situa-
tions where we found summary data from the literature and received 
raw data from the same experiments through the data request, only the 
raw data were used in the statistical analysis to avoid duplication. 

3.1.1. Data from requests 
Approximately 330 individuals were invited to contribute raw, 

replicated field experiment data to this study. Individuals were chosen 
based on the authors’ contacts as well as through contact details avail-
able within published peer reviewed articles. Those who were asked for 
data were requested to share variables with the minimum and optional 
data requirements shown in Appendix A. 

3.1.2. Data from peer reviewed literature 
Data from a literature search were also included in the dataset for 

analysis. Terms used in Google Scholar (https://scholar.google.com/), 
CAB Abstracts (https://www.cabdirect.org/) and Ovid (https://ovidsp. 
ovid.com/) literature search platforms were as follows: (nitrogen) AND 
(maize OR corn) AND (“nutrient concentration” OR “nutrient content”). 
Some variations on these search terms were made so they were aligned 
to the formatting requirements of each search engine. Additionally, an 
email search alert was set up using these terms in Ovid and Google 
Scholar between the 1st of August 2020 and the 5th of October 2021. 
The list of articles was refined to include only articles from a peer- 
reviewed journal or an accepted university thesis, and which included 
replicated field experiment results for fertilizer application rate, grain 
and/or residue yield, grain and/or residue nitrogen concentration, and 
experimental information such as location, year of experiment and 
experimental design. In total, the queries from the multiple sources 
resulted in 91 articles (Appendix B). Data from the articles were 
manually converted into a standardized Excel format (Microsoft Office, 
Microsoft, Redmond, Washington, USA). Where data were not available 
in the publications as tables, data were extracted from figures using the 
GetData Graph Digitizer software (version 2.26, http://www.getdata-g 
raph-digitizer.com/). 

Experiments included in the database covered a wide range of 
countries with the USA, India, China, Indonesia, Philippines, Argentina, 
and Hungary being countries with the most data (Fig. 1). Over 86% of 
total world maize grain production (for the 2018 reporting year) is 
represented by the 31 countries included in the dataset for this study 
(FAOSTAT, 2020). 

Table 6 
Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) and Nakagawa’s conditional r squared (R2) 
values for mixed effects models explaining observed variation in crop residue 
nitrogen concentration (CRN). Models in bold were chosen as predictor models. 
Model variables are described in Table 1.  

Model 
name 

Data sub- 
selection* 

Model equation (“region” was 
used as a random factor in all 
equations) 

AIC* * R2 

* ** 

H3_1 CPY CRN ~ CPY   0.30 
H3_2 CPY CRN ~ CPY + FN   0.40 
H3_3 CPY CRN ~ CPY þ FNþ FP Best 

AIC  
0.45 

H3_4 FN CRN ~ FN Best 
AIC  

0.38 

H3_5 Ypot CRN ~ Ypot   0.56 
H3_6 Ypot CRN ~ Ypot + CPN   0.47 
H3_7 Ypot CRN ~ Ypot þ FN* ** *   0.58 
H3_8 Ypot CRN ~ Ypot + FN + FP Best 

AIC  
0.58 

H3_9 RY CRN ~ RY   0.56 
H3_10 RY CRN ~ RY + CPN   0.48 
H3_11 RY CRN ~ RY þ FN Best 

AIC  
0.62 

H3_12 CPN CRN ~ CPN   0.42 
H3_13 CPN CRN ~ CPN + CPY   0.44 
H3_14 CPN CRN ~ CPN + CPY + FN   0.48 
H3_15 CPN CRN ~ CPN + CPY + FN + FP   0.50 
H3_16 CPN CRN ~ CPN þ CPY þ FN þ FP 

þ FK 
Best 
AIC  

0.30 

*Each data sub-selection included the same data for the variable listed in this 
column. 
* *Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) is a measure of the relative quality of 
statistical models for a set of data whereby a more negative value indicates a 
greater relative quality compared with another model (Burnham and Anderson, 
2002). This column indicates which model is best based on AIC for each 
sub-selection of the dataset, i.e. the sub-selection of the overall dataset used for 
the CPY, FN, Ypot and RY models.* **This is a conditional coefficient of 
determination for a linear mixed-effects model that is based on variance of the 
fixed and random effects (a value between 0 and 1) (Nakagawa et al., 2017). 
* ** *H3_7 was chosen instead of H3_8 (despite H3_8 having a better AIC) 
because there was little to no advantage in terms of Nakagawa R2 values for 
including the FP variable. 
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3.2. Processing data before analysis 

Before analysis, data were first assessed for outliers. Summary sta-
tistics and visualizations using the “ggplot2” package in R version 4.1.0 
(R Core Team, 2020) (herein referred to as ‘R’) were used to determine 
obvious errors or outliers in the data. From this process, only a limited 
set of (HI) data were categorized as being outliers as follows. HI values 
above 0.65 were deemed biologically infeasible outliers and were 
excluded from analysis based on maximum HI values in a review by 
Unkovich et al. (2006). 

Data collected from the literature were generally expressed as means 
across multiple replicates, whereas raw data from the data requests were 
values for each replicate. For a fair comparison of the data between the 

two data sources, the mean values were calculated with a weighting 
placed on the number of replicates and years of data from each source. 
For example, if a mean value for HI was available over a 2-year period 
from a field experiment with three replicates, a value of 3 × 2 = 6 
replicates was used to weight that mean. This was to induce a greater 
weighting of values from longer runtime or more replicated trials, 
following Linquist et al. (2012). While there are other more complicated 
weighting methods, the alternatives often require estimates of variance 
in parameters to be available. In some cases the methods can overcome 
some missing data for variance of the key parameters. However, in most 
cases no estimates of variance were available in the studies included our 
analysis (80–90% of articles did not have estimates of variance, 
depending on which variable was examined). Given the large proportion 

Fig. 4. Relative importance of predictor variables for accuracy of the random forest models for harvest index (HI-plot a), crop product nitrogen concentration (CPN- 
plot b), and crop residue nitrogen concentration (CRN-plot c). Relative importance of individual variables is defined as the percentage increase in mean square error 
of predictions when that variable is excluded from the prediction model. 
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of data with no indication of variance, and for the purposes of making 
our method easier to reproduce we did not apply the alternative 
weighting methods to our data. In addition, when the same analysis was 
performed on ‘unweighted’ data it did not have a material effect on 
results (data not shown). 

Furthermore, key variables were visually assessed for correlations 
using the “chart.Correlation” function in R. For hypothesis testing, the 
data points were converted into unit values that were of a similar order 
of magnitude. CPY and Ypot were therefore in units of megagrams (Mg) 
of crop product dry matter per hectare, and fertilizer application rates 
were in kilograms of elemental nutrient applied per square meter. 

Grain yields on a fresh weight basis were converted to a dry matter 
basis using the fresh grain to grain dry matter conversion factor of 
0.845 kg dry matter per kg (fresh) grain weight (McKevith, 2004). Some 
sources of data had grain and/or residue yield and nutrient uptake of 
grain and/or residue available, but did not include grain and/or residue 
nutrient concentration. In these cases the nutrient concentration was 
interpolated by dividing the uptake of the applicable nutrient for that 
plant component by the dry matter yield of that plant component. If crop 
product protein concentration data was available, but CPN was not 
available, the grain protein concentration of maize was divided by a 
factor of 6.25 (WHO and FAO, 2007) to get an estimate of the CPN. 

Non-water limited yield potential (Yp) and water limited yield po-
tential (Yw) values (van Ittersum et al., 2013) were included in the 
analysis using data from the Global Yield Gap Atlas (www.yieldgap.org) 
where available. In cases where the article indicated that the site had 
been irrigated the Yp was used to represent the Yield Potential (Ypot). In 
cases where articles did not indicate that irrigation had been applied to 
the site, the Yw was used to represent the Ypot value. The RY for each 
location were calculated by dividing the actual CPY by the Ypot. 

Some sites did not have Ypot data available for maize in the Global 
Yield Gap Atlas. Sites without Ypot data were assigned (where possible) 
Ypot values predicted using random forest using growing degree days, 
aridity index, temperature seasonality, latitude, duration of growth from 
sowing to harvest, total seasonal precipitation, total available water 
capacity of the dominant soils in each area as predictor variables (Ap-
pendix C). These predictions were made using the “randomForest” 
package (version 4.6–14) in R. 

For reference, a list of the relevant variables (and their abbrevia-
tions) in the combined dataset and the units is shown in Table 1. 

3.3. Summary statistics 

As shown in Table 3, the mean CPY across all countries included in 
the dataset (defined as the world mean values) was 7.73 Mg DM ha-1 

with a coefficient of variation (CV%) of 48%; mean HI was 0.45 (CV%=

22%), mean CPN was 1.32% (CV% =23%), and mean CRN was 0.73% 
(CV%=39%). The region that had the greatest mean CPY was North 
America (10.5 Mg DM ha-1, CV%=27%), with the Africa region having 

the lowest mean CPY (3.71 Mg DM ha-1, CV% =47%). The region with 
the greatest CPN was West Asia (1.7% DM as N, CV% =14%), while the 
lowest mean CPN was observed in Oceania (1.13% DM as N, CV% =
12%). West Asia had the greatest CRN (1.03% DM as N, CV% =1%), 
while the lowest mean CRN was in Latin America (0.45% DM as N, CV% 
= 31%). However, it should be noted that the mean values are repre-
sentative across all treatments in the data provided and may not 
represent averages for the typical farm management in each region. 

3.4. Hypothesis and prediction accuracy testing 

The main aim of this study was to investigate whether observed 
variations in maize HI, CPN and CRN can be explained using only a 
limited set of widely available variables. As shown in Fig. 2, this analysis 
was split into two forms of investigation:(1) hypothesis testing; (2) 
prediction accuracy. 

For the hypothesis-testing aspect of this investigation, we used 
mixed-effects models. They differ from simple linear regression models 
in that they can include random factors as random effects (Burnham and 
Anderson, 2002). Mixed-effects models allow the user to examine a 
condition of interest whilst also accounting for variability within and 
across random factors (Brown, 2021). This method also handles missing 
data and unbalanced experimental designs well, making it a superior 
analytic tool over ANOVA when a wide range of random factors are 
present. The breadth of locations in our data set necessitated the use of 
region as a ‘random’ factor in our models to account for inter-regional 
variability and hence the need to use mixed-effects models. 

Following, we compared the accuracy of the mixed-effects model 
predictions with predictions based on the machine learning random 
forest method. The comparison was made to assess whether there was 
congruity in conclusions between the two methods. Random forest 
predictions are robust in solving non-linear problems, can work with 
large data sets and have performed well in many machine learning ap-
plications (Jiang et al., 2021). In addition, simple linear regressions 
were also included in this analysis to assess the effect of excluding region 
as a random variable from the linear mixed-effects models with the 
greatest prediction accuracy. 

3.4.1. Statistical methods for testing hypotheses (Fig. 2) 
Three hypotheses were used to guide the testing of the explanatory 

power of different mixed-effect models, as listed in Table 2. The equa-
tions were developed based on background knowledge (Heinze et al., 
2018) of what independent (‘predictor’) variables made biological sense 
in terms of their ability to explain variation in the dependent variable 
and to avoid collinearity. To explain observed variation in HI and CPN 
(hypothesis 1 and 2 respectively) the equations were defined as being 
CPY, fertilizer N application rate (FN), Ypot, and RY models to provide 
structure to the model testing. To explain observed variation in CRN 
(hypothesis 3), CPN models were used in addition to the CPY, FN, Ypot 

Table 7 
Prediction accuracy of linear mixed-effects models based on the R2 of predicted versus actual values for the dependent variable.  

Model name Model equation (where “region” 
was used as a random factor) 

R2 of predicted versus actual* Mixed-effects model used for comparison with random forest? 

log_1 HI ¼ a £ log(CPY) þb  0.43 Yes 
H1_1 HI ~ CPY  0.31  
H1_2 HI ~ CPY þ CPY2  0.34 Yes 
H1_10 HI ~ Ypot + CPY  0.18  
H2_3 CPN ~ CPY + FN + FP  0.09  
H2_6 CPN ~ FN + FP  0.10  
H2_10 CPN ~ Ypot þ FN  0.24 Yes 
H2_14 CPN ~ RY+FN  0.21  
H3_3 CRN ~ CPY + FN + FP  0.22  
H3_7 CRN ~ Ypot þ FN  0.24 Yes 
H3_11 CRN ~ RY + FN  0.27  
H3_16 CRN ~ CPN + CPY + FN +FP+FK  0.20  

*See Appendices E to I for regression plots. 
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and RY models. 
The CPY and FN models were chosen to test the expected relation-

ships between CPY and FN with HI, CPN and CRN. The Ypot and RY 
models were tested based on the assumption that they may provide an 
improved predictor variable compared with the CPY predictor variable 
as explained in Section 2.3. While CPN is often not a widely available 
statistic at a country level, CPN was included as a predictor variable for 
CRN to assess how much better predictions of CRN could be made if CPN 
data were available. 

The explanatory variables in each equation were tested for collin-
earity using the variable inflation factor (VIF) R. The list of equations for 
testing the three hypotheses was altered to ensure predictor variables 
had a VIF less than 10 (which means that there is very low collinearity) 
and that there were enough data available. The assumption of normality 
and homoscedasticity of residuals for each model was also tested visu-
ally using the normal quantile-quantile plot (NIST/SEMATECH, 2012). 

For the quantile-quantile plots we looked for linearity and for the re-
sidual plots we looked for lack of discernable patterns. 

Interaction effects between explanatory variables were not included 
in the models to reduce the probability of introducing false inferences or 
type 1 errors (whereby significant effects are seen in some variables by 
chance) (Matuschek et al., 2017; Harrison et al., 2018). 

The equations in Table 2 were included in linear mixed-effects 
models using the “lmer” function in R Base, assuming ‘region’ was a 
random effect. 

The Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) (Akaike, 1998) and the 
Nakagawa conditional coefficient of determination (R2) (Nakagawa 
et al., 2017) were applied to the linear mixed-effects models using Base 
R and the “performance” package in R respectively (Lüdecke et al., 
2020). The AIC and Nakagawa conditional R2 equations were chosen, 
because traditional methods of estimating standard errors of regressions 
and coefficient of determinations for simple linear regression models 

Fig. 5. Visualization of the ‘log_1’ prediction curves (where crop product yield-CPY- was log-transformed) estimated by region for harvest index (HI) in relation to 
CPY (in megagrams per hectare). 
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cannot be applied to linear mixed-effects models (Burnham and 
Anderson, 2002; Nakagawa et al., 2017). The AIC is a value ‘to select a 
parsimonious (most economical) approximating model for the observed 
data’ (Burnham and Anderson, 2002 p.157) and is a relative value 
whereby lower numbers denote a more preferred model. Comparisons of 
AIC between different models that used different data is not possible. 
Therefore, when AIC were presented in results tables the ‘best’ model 
(based on AIC) was indicated for within each ‘group’ of models that used 
the same data. These included the CPY, FN, Ypot, RY and CPN (for CRN 
as the dependent variable only) groups of models (Table 2). The AIC 
values were estimated using the maximum likelihood framework (Pin-
heiro and Bates, 2000; Madden et al., 2016). However, use of the 
maximum likelihood framework in mixed-effects models is known to 
overestimate variance components. To overcome this, when the 
mixed-effects models were used to estimate variance components (or to 
perform predictions), the restricted maximum likelihood (REML) 
framework was used to avoid the biases that would otherwise occur 
when using the maximum likelihood framework (Pinheiro and Bates, 
2000). 

The conditional Nakagawa R2 values were used as the best approx-
imation of the coefficient of determination to determine how well the 
model predicts the observed outcomes. The conditional Nakagawa R2 is 
estimated based on the variance of the fixed and random effects 

(Nakagawa et al., 2017). More specifically, the ‘performance’ package 
we used to estimate the conditional Nakagawa R2 values in this study 
‘iteratively removes predictors of interest from the model and monitors 
the change in the variance of the linear predictor. The difference to the 
full model gives a measure of the amount of variance explained uniquely 
by a particular predictor or a set of predictors’ (Stoffel et al., 2021). 

Linear mixed-effects models were subjectively selected as predictor 
models based on how parsimonious they were (based on AIC value) as 
well as how well they explained variation in the dependent variable 
(based on the conditional Nakagawa R2 values). 

3.4.2. Methods for testing prediction accuracy of models 
The data were randomly split into two subsets with 80% of data 

apportioned to a ‘training’ dataset, and the remaining 20% apportioned 
to a ‘testing’ dataset. For predictions using linear mixed-effects models, 
the lme4 package (version 1.1–27.1) of R was applied to the models 
listed in Table 2 (using the 80% of data set aside for training the model) 
to create predictions for the 20% of the data that was set aside for 
testing. For predictions using random forest the “randomForest” pack-
age (version 4.6–14) in R was applied to the 80% training dataset with 
the ‘trained’ random forest model then applied to the test dataset. Pre-
dictions were compared with the actual (measured) values using linear 
regression analysis to determine the coefficient of determination (R2). In 

Fig. 6. Crop product nitrogen concentration (CPN as a % of dry matter) in relation to yield potential (Ypot in Mg dry matter per ha) and fertilizer nitrogen (N) 
application rate (FN, in kg N per hectare), for East Asia and North America. 
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addition, CPY was log-transformed to predict HI using the formula (HI =
a*log(CPY)+b) with region as a random variable. The ‘a’ represented 
the factor to multiply against the log of CPY and ‘b’ represented a value 
to vary the height in plateau of the HI curve. This model was included in 
the analysis as it was deemed more biologically realistic to assume a 
logarithmic (near) plateau in HI at a certain point as compared to a 
linear increase (assumed in model 1 for HI), or a quadratic relationship 
(assumed in model 2 for HI). 

As with the linear mixed-effects model, the number of variables 
included in the random forest model was limited to those one could 
reasonable expect to be widely available for the selected crops at 
country levels (region, Ypot, CPY, FN, and FP) and which were shown to 
contribute most explanatory power in the linear mixed-effects model 
(hence FK was not included for any dependent variable and Ypot was not 
included for the HI dependent variable). In addition to regression 
analysis, the random forest method had its predictor variables assessed 
visually using the “varImpPlot” function in R Base to determine the 
relative importance of the different variables in the predictions. Relative 
importance was defined as the percentage increase in mean square error 
of predictions when that variable was excluded from the prediction 
model. 

4. Results 

4.1. Correlations 

There was strong correlation between CPY and AGY (0.92) and CRY 
and AGY (0.86), and a 0.61 correlation between CPY and HI (Fig. 3). 
Appendix E includes the two dimensional linear regressions between 
many of the key variables to illustrate the linearity (or otherwise) of 
relationship between variables. 

4.2. Observed variations in the key variables and their explanation 

4.2.1. Harvest index 
CPY was the best determinant of HI, when used in a (quadratic) 

linear mixed-effects model, or when used with Ypot (Table 4). 
In each table the ‘best’ model (based on AIC) is indicated for each 

sub-selection of the dataset. For HI, the Nakagawa conditional R2 values 
(referred herein to as R2 values) were up to 0.57 across the range of 
models. Three linear mixed-effects HI models were chosen for use as a 
predictor model (see models in bold in Table 4) based on how parsi-
monious the models were (based on AIC) and their R2 values. The model 
which had a log-transformation of CPY was chosen, despite the fact that 
R2 values cannot be estimated for log-transformed models. It is 

Fig. 7. Crop residue nitrogen concentration (CRN as a % of dry matter) in relation to yield potential (Ypot in Mg dry matter per ha) and fertilizer nitrogen (N) 
application rate (FN, in kg N per hectare), for East Asia and North America. 
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important to note that the addition of fertilizer application rate infor-
mation as an independent variable did not improve the AIC or R2 values 
for the CPY models, indicating fertilizer application rate information 
was not good for inclusion in a prediction model of HI. 

4.2.2. Crop product nitrogen concentration 
FN was consistently a good variable to explain variation in CPN when 

included in the model on its own or in a model in combination with the 
CPY, FP, Ypot or RY explanatory variables (Table 5). 

For CPN, the R2 values were up to 0.70 across the range of models. 
Four CPN models were chosen for use as a predictor model (see models 
in bold in Table 5) based on how parsimonious the model was and their 
R2 values. A common theme of the chosen models was that they all had 
FN as an independent variable. 

4.2.3. Crop residue nitrogen concentration 
Similarly to CPN, FN improved the power of the linear mixed-effects 

models to explain observed variation in CRN (Table 6). The R2 values of 
the linear mixed-effects models were up to 0.62. Four CRN models were 
chosen for use as a predictor model (see models in bold in Table 6) based 
on how parsimonious the model was and their R2 values. CPN was 
shown to be an important explanatory/predictor variable for CRN. The 
linear mixed-effects models that included CPN had some of the greatest 
R2 values. Our study therefore shows that CPN could be a useful variable 
for improving estimates of CRN. 

4.3. Importance of variables in random forest models 

Fig. 4 illustrates the relative importance of the variables used in the 
random forest models. For HI, it shows that CPY is the most important 
variable for predictions followed by FN, FP, then region. For CPN, Ypot, 
FN and CPY were seen to be nearly equally important variables for 
predictions followed by FP and region. For CRN, FN was the most 
important variable for predictions followed by Ypot, CPY, FP and region. 

Fig. 8. Linear regression of the predicted versus actual, harvest index (HI), crop product nitrogen percentage (CPN) and crop residue nitrogen percentage (CRN) for 
maize based on random forest prediction (left-most column), linear mixed-effects models (second to left-most column), and log-transformed mixed-effects regression 
(right-most column). Linear mixed-effects model H1_2 was chosen for HI, model H2_10 was chosen for CPN, and model H3_7 was chosen for CRN. 
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4.4. Prediction accuracy of linear mixed-effects models and random 
forest models 

Prediction accuracies of the best mixed-effects models selected from 
Tables 4–6 are shown in Table 7 (with coefficients for the log- 
transformed model shown in Appendix F). The mixed-effects model 
that had a log function applied to CPY had the greatest prediction ac-
curacy R2 of 0.43 for HI (Table 7, Appendix G and H). The model with 
the greatest prediction accuracy for CPN was model H2_10 with an R2 of 
0.24 (Table 7, Appendix I). The next best model was model H2_14 with 
an R2 of 0.21. Model H3_11 had the greatest prediction accuracy for 
predicting CRN (R2 =0.27) followed by model H3_7 with a R2 of 0.24 
(Table 7 and Appendix J). The log_1, H1_2, H2_10, and H3_7 models 
were chosen for comparison with the random forest model because of 
their high prediction accuracies and how parsimonious they were rela-
tive to the other models. 

When region was not included in the linear models (using simple 
linear regression) the prediction accuracies of those models were less 
than the equivalent linear mixed-effects models (Appendix K) and did 
not affect the overall conclusions of this study. 

Eqs. 1 and 2 include the coefficients to predict CPN and CRN (based 
on linear mixed effects models H2_10 and H3_7). In Eqs. 1 and 2, CPN 
and CRN are the crop product and crop residue N concentrations 
respectively (% of DM), Ypot is the yield potential of crop product in Mg 
dry matter per hectare and FN is the quantity of fertilizer N applied in kg 
N per m2. The value ‘a’ in Eq. 1, was 1.27 for Africa, 1.15 for East Asia, 
1.22 for Latin America, 1.31 for North America, 1.64 for South Asia and 
1.89 for West Asia. The value ‘a’ in Eq. 2, was 0.82 for Africa, 0.78 for 
East Asia, 1.0 for North America, and 1.34 for South Asia.  

CPN ~a - 0.013 × Ypot + 9⋅56 × FN                                                 (1)  

CRN ~a - 0.029 × Ypot + 8⋅46 × FN                                                (2) 

Fig. 5 provides a visualization of prediction curves for the mixed- 
effects models (that had a log function applied to CPY) for estimating 
HI by region. It shows how the log_1 model curve represents the HI data 
well in most of the regions. 

Fig. 6 shows the observed relations between CPN, FN and Ypot. With 
more N application, CPN increases. At the same time, greater Ypot at a 
similar N application leads to a lower CPN. 

Similar patterns for CPN shown in Fig. 6 are evident for CRN in Fig. 7. 
As with CPN, the is a positive relationship between FN and CRN and data 
points with greater Ypot tended to have lower CRN at the same level of 
FN. 

Fig. 8 compares the prediction accuracies of the ‘best’ random forest, 
mixed-effects models. It shows that prediction accuracies of the random 
forest models were greater than the mixed-effects models. The mixed- 
effects model (that had a log function applied to CPY) had a similar 
prediction accuracy for HI (R2 =0.43) as the best (quadratic) linear 
mixed-effects model (R2 =0.40). However, it is more biologically 
reasonable to expect a plateau in HI (predicted using a log-transformed 
model) compared with an initial increase then subsequent decrease in HI 
(at greater CPY) as predicted by the quadratic model. 

5. Discussion 

A major objective of this study was to enable more locally relevant 
estimation of crop nutrient offtake to improve the overall accuracy of 
nutrient balances at a national, regional or global level and thus provide 
better guidance to more sustainable nutrient management. Our method 
used data from the literature and raw data files to analyze results from 
all treatments at the same time. In this way our study could be classified 
as multiple-treatment (network) meta-analysis, as has been developed in 
medical science, and is becoming more common in agricultural fields of 
research (Madden et al., 2016). 

Results of our analysis indicate that crop HI, CPN and CRN can be 

estimated for maize using a limited set of independent variables which 
are widely available, including CPY, FN and Ypot. The prediction 
methods for these variables used in this study can be used to create 
nutrient balances estimated with more locally relevant CRY, CPN and 
CRN. 

Our data analysis was based on both hypothesis testing and testing 
prediction accuracy of either mixed-effects or random forest models. 
Regardless of the method used, it is promising that in most cases the 
methods seemed to place similar levels of importance on the selected 
variables that are relatively widely available at a global level. This 
provides supporting evidence that predictions of HI, CPN and CRN can 
be made with only a limited set of predictor variables. In turn, this 
suggests that crop nutrient removal can be estimated much better, using 
an estimation of crop residues (often absent) and differentiated con-
centrations of nutrients in crop product and crop residues. 

Greater prediction accuracy was found using random forest models 
compared with the linear mixed-effects models. Other research has 
highlighted the same relative accuracy advantage of random forest 
compared with regression models (Philibert et al., 2013; Jeong et al., 
2016). However, it is important to note that the nature of the random 
forest method makes it impossible to produce an equation that shows 
how those predictions were made (unlike equations shown for linear 
mixed-effects models). Furthermore, random forest cannot precisely 
analyze the effects of different independent variables on the dependent 
variables, or tell whether the variable had a positive or negative effect 
(Philibert et al., 2013). This can make random forest more difficult to 
interpret, given its algorithm consists of a large number of decision trees 
that in many cases may not be described mechanistically (Jeong et al., 
2016). On the other hand, from a practical and applied perspective, the 
random forest method has proven its ability to handle larger datasets 
and to improve predictions over time with a wide range of variables, and 
as more data become available (Jiang et al., 2021). If one is only 
interested in prediction accuracy, and the flexibility of adding new data 
or other variables to improve predictions, then random forest offers a 
feasible solution. However, if one wants to better understand the un-
derlying causative factors that contribute to the predictions then the 
linear mixed-effects model could be the preferred method, despite its 
lower prediction accuracy. 

Although results of this study are based on maize, the methods 
described in this study can equally be applied to other crops and nu-
trients, subject to availability of data. Fortunately, data for the predic-
tive variables we employed are likely to become more widely available 
in future. This is because there is increasing interest in developing and 
sharing open databases that relate to crop nutrients (https://www.precis 
ioncropnutrition.net/data/). A standardized and open crop nutrient 
dataset will allow users to apply the statistical and machine learning 
methods described in this study to the open sources of data. This is in 
contrast to using the mean HI and N concentration values from Table 3 
in this study. Use of mean values shown in Table 3 for (say) country scale 
N balances has the disadvantage that values will only be reflective of the 
conditions from the included trials. This means they may not reflect 
actual farmer practice in each region. The mixed-effects and random 
forest prediction methods described in this study when applied to the 
open datasets will allow estimates of HI and N concentration of maize to 
vary based on region and by what were seen to be important predictor 
variables such as CPY for HI, and Ypot and FN for N concentration of 
crop products and crop residues. Application of values (for predictor 
variables) that are representative of farmers practice in each location 
should provide more locally relevant estimates compared with the mean 
values from the field experiments. For instance, Ypot values should 
represent the availability of water at each location with water-limited 
yield potential (Yw) values used for rainfed locations, and non-water 
limited (irrigated) yield potential (Yp) values used for irrigated loca-
tions. As we expand the open dataset these estimates will be improved. 
The authors’ are therefore interested in receiving data from any crop. 
This is because contributions of data will help improve the accuracy and 
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granularity of the predictor variables which in turn will improve esti-
mates of HI, CPN and CRN. This would provide more locally relevant 
estimates of crop nutrient offtake to improve the accuracy of nutrient 
balances at a global level and provide opportunities for more sustainable 
nutrient management. 

Further discussion on the relationships for HI, CPN and CRN is 
included in the following sections. 

5.1. Harvest index 

CPY gave the best explanatory and predictive power to describe HI, 
based on both the testing of hypothesis and model prediction accuracy. 
Fertilizer nutrient application rates did not contribute to the explanatory 
power of models for HI. This supports previous research indicating fer-
tilizer N application rates had a negligible effect on maize HI (Hay and 
Gilbert, 2001). It is interesting to note that there was congruence in the 
relative importance of CPY in predicting HI when using random forest 
and the linear mixed-effects models. 

To account for a plateau in HI at greater CPY, our analysis indicated 
that it was better to apply a log transformation of CPY in the prediction 
equation compared with use of a standard linear mixed-effects model. 
While a quadratic equation was shown to have a similar prediction ac-
curacy as a model where CPY was log-transformed, it is more realistic to 
assume there will be a plateau in HI than a quadratic curve for HI, 
because a quadratic curve assumes HI will decrease after it peaks which 
is unlikely. The mixed-effects model which had CPY log-transformed is 
therefore the recommended model for predicting HI. 

Our work is the first of its kind to explicitly show a relationship 
between yield potential - as defined by van Ittersum et al. (2013) - and 
HI. This is logical considering CPY is a component of HI and genetic 
progress of CPY (and hence potential yield) in crops has been strongly 
related to HI (Evans, 1998). In contrast to Ypot, the relationship between 
CPY and HI has been analyzed more often in the literature (Lorenz et al., 
2010). However, our study, does not support the finding made by Lorenz 
et al. (2010) that HI did not change or did not follow the trend in CPY. 
Our analysis indicates that accounting for an increasing trend in HI for 
maize with greater CPY is a reasonable assumption to make when pre-
dicting HI at a region level. It must be noted that Lorenz et al. (2010) had 
a more limited range of data (less than six studies) with many data 
coming from one country only (i.e. USA). This may explain some of the 
differences in conclusions. 

5.2. Crop product N concentrations 

Among all variables tested, FN had the largest explanatory and 
predictive power for CPN. This makes sense considering the availability 
of N (through FN) allows the plant to better express its genetic potential 
by accumulating N in the crop product. The positive relationship be-
tween FN and CPN in maize found in this study aligns with work by Dilz 
(1971) and is supported by numerous studies as summarized by Cor-
rendo et al. (2021). In contrast to expectations, FP and FK did not 
contribute significantly to the explanatory or predictive power for CPN. 
A larger CPY was weakly correlated with a higher CPN in the present 
study. This confirms findings by Tenorio et al. (2019) who showed that 
on balance more studies (at a ratio of 10:1) had a positive relationship 
between CPY and CPN. In our study however, there is a confounding 
effect of greater nutrient applications for the data points that had greater 
maize yield, or differences in management practices. 

Our study showed that a larger Ypot leads to lower CPN at similar N 
application rates. This observation aligns well with recent findings from 
the long-term Broadbalk experiment as reported by van Grinsven et al. 
(2022) in their supplementary note 9, using attainable yield instead of 
potential yield. 

5.3. Crop residue N concentration 

Like for CPN, the availability of N will facilitate full genetic expres-
sion of the maize trait in terms of N in the residue component. However, 
the relationship between FN and CRN is confounded by the fact that 
maize has a propensity to shift N from the residue components to the 
crop products as it reaches physiological maturity (Ciampitti et al., 
2013). Despite this potential confounding effect, FN was seen to be a 
relatively important predictor variable for the random forest and linear 
mixed effect models for CRN. This highlights the relative importance of 
collecting fertilizer application rate data at more localized levels to 
improve predictions of crop nutrient concentrations. 

6. Conclusions 

Reliable estimates of crop N uptake and offtake are critical in esti-
mating N balances, N use efficiencies and potential losses. Nitrogen 
offtake is an important component of N balances, as it provides an 
indication of NUE and the quantity of N that must be replenished. Our 
study aimed to develop a general concept and approach for obtaining 
more locally relevant estimates of crop nutrient offtake to improve the 
accuracy of nutrient balances up to the global level. Crop HI, CPN and 
CRN are important variables in the estimation of nutrient balances. 
However, these variables are often given single and default estimates per 
country or region. 

The present study highlights the potential for predicting HI (and thus 
CRY), CPN and CRN for maize with only a limited set of globally 
available variables, namely CPY, FN and Ypot. Predictions from both the 
mixed-effects model and random forest method were shown to provide 
reasonable levels of accuracy with the random forest method having the 
greater accuracy. Random forest can also handle larger datasets and can 
improve predictions over time with the addition of a wide range of 
variables, and as more data become available. However, prediction ac-
curacy should not be the only metric used to decide what prediction 
model to use. An advantage of using the linear mixed-effects models for 
predictions is the fact that is easier to interpret. Unlike random forest, 
linear mixed-effects models can provide tangible equations which make 
explicit the positive or negative correlations between the predictor and 
dependent variables. 

The methods used in this study were only applied to maize, but could 
equally be applied to other crops and other nutrients which we now plan 
to do, focusing first on macronutrients in maize, wheat, rice and soy-
bean. Anyone interested in contributing data from any crop to the open 
database described in this study may contact the corresponding author 
of this article. This will enable significantly improved estimates of crop 
nutrient offtake, nutrient balances and nutrient use efficiency at national 
to global levels and thus provide a sounder basis for guiding more sus-
tainable nutrient management. 
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Appendix A. List of requested variables of replicated field 
experiments 

See Appendix Table A1 here. 

Appendix B. Sources of data 

See Appendix Table B1 here. 

Table A1 
List of requested variables of replicated field experiments.  

Required/ 
Optional 

Variable 

Required Name of organization responsible for trial data 
Required Crop common name 
Required Year of sowing 
Required Location of trial (incl GPS coordinates and/or country/state/province and nearest town) 
Required Yield of crop products and/or yield of crop residues and/or harvest index 
Required Nutrient concentration of crop products and/or crop residues 
Required Fertilizer application rates 
Optional Rainfall and irrigation information 
Optional Sub-species and/or cultivar information 
Optional Sowing date of trial 
Optional Soil texture as name or as percentages of silt, sand and clay 
Optional Soil organic matter with name of soil test method used. 
Optional Soil pH with name of soil test method used 
Optional Any other applicable soil test results 
Optional Information about where these data have been published if applicable, such as name of lead author/year published/name of journal/ 

digital objective identifier or website of article.  

Table B1 
Sources of data from the literature or from raw data requests used in this study.  

# Source Country/IFA Region Publication or organization from 
which data came from 

Contact who shared raw data 

1 Literature Argentina/Latin America Parco et al. (2020)  
2 Literature Argentina/Latin America Carciochi et al. (2019)  
3 Literature Argentina/Latin America Martínez-Cuesta et al. (2020)  
4 Literature Australia/Oceania Dang et al. (2021)  
5 Literature Bangladesh/South Asia Islam et al. (2018)  
6 Literature Bangladesh/South Asia Ferdous et al. (2020)  
7 Literature Brazil/Latin America Gavilanes et al. (2020)  
8 Literature Brazil/Latin America Ferreira et al. (2014)  
9 Literature Brazil/Latin America Fuentes et al. (2018)  
10 Literature Bulgaria/Western and Central Europe Nenova et al. (2019)  
11 Literature Canada/North America Sanders (2020)  
12 Literature Canada/North America Zhang et al. (1993)  
13 Literature Canada/North America Ma and Biswas (2015)  
14 Literature Canada/North America Gagnon et al. (2020)  
15 Literature Chile/Latin America Hirzel et al. (2020)  
16 Literature China/East Asia Su et al. (2020)  
17 Literature China/East Asia Cheng et al. (2020)  
18 Literature China/East Asia Chen et al. (2016)  
19 Literature China/East Asia Shi et al. (2021)  
20 Literature China/East Asia Li et al. (2021)  
21 Literature China/East Asia Yang et al. (2021)  
22 Literature China/East Asia Zhang et al. (2021b)  
23 Literature China/East Asia Ji et al. (2021)  
24 Literature China/East Asia Kang et al. (2021)  
25 Literature China/East Asia Zhang et al. (2020)  
26 Literature China/East Asia Jiang et al. (2018)  
27 Literature China/East Asia Cao et al. (2021)  
28 Literature China/East Asia Qiang et al. (2020)  
29 Literature Côte d’Ivoire/Africa Van Reuler and Janssen (1996)  
30 Literature Egypt/Africa Emam and Osman (2020)  

(continued on next page) 
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Table B1 (continued ) 

# Source Country/IFA Region Publication or organization from 
which data came from 

Contact who shared raw data 

31 Literature Egypt/Africa Abbas et al. (2021)  
32 Literature Egypt/Africa Kandil et al. (2020)  
33 Literature Egypt/Africa El-Sayed et al. (2021)  
34 Literature Egypt/Africa Fekry Ali (2020)  
35 Literature Ethiopia/Africa Negash et al. (2021)  
36 Literature Ethiopia/Africa Tadesse and Kim (2014)  
37 Literature Ethiopia/Africa Tadesse and Sultan (2021)  
38 Literature Ethiopia/Africa Anbessa et al. (2022)  
39 Literature Hungary/Western and Central Europe Berecz and Debreczeni (2000)  
40 Literature Hungary/Western and Central Europe Horváth et al. (2021)  
41 Literature Hungary/Western and Central Europe Széles et al. (2019)  
42 Literature India/South Asia Ray et al. (2020)  
43 Literature India/South Asia Ghosh et al. (2020)  
44 Literature India/South Asia Madagoudra et al. (2021)  
45 Literature India/South Asia Thakur et al. (2020)  
46 Literature India/South Asia Singh et al. (2021)  
47 Literature India/South Asia Bhimireddy et al. (2018)  
48 Literature India/South Asia Sowmya et al. (2021)  
49 Literature India/South Asia Kuntoji et al. (2021)  
50 Literature India/South Asia Dawson and Maseeh (2021)  
51 Literature India/South Asia Singh et al. (2020)  
52 Literature India/South Asia Nsanzabaganwa et al. (2014)  
53 Literature India/South Asia Walia and Kumar (2021)  
54 Literature India/South Asia Fayaz et al. (2021)  
55 Literature India/South Asia Mishra and Monalisa (2020)  
56 Literature India/South Asia Bhattacharjee et al. (2020)  
57 Literature India/South Asia Sharma et al. (2021)  
58 Literature Iran/West Asia Alijani et al. (2021)  
59 Literature Iran/West Asia Khalafi et al. (2021)  
60 Literature Iraq/West Asia Bakr et al. (2020)  
61 Literature Iraq/West Asia Ramadhan (2021)  
62 Literature Kenya/Africa Pasley et al. (2019)  
63 Literature Kenya/Africa Njoroge (2019)  
64 Literature Nigeria/Africa Abdullahi and Bello (2020)  
65 Literature Pakistan/South Asia Ahmed et al. (2020)  
66 Literature Pakistan/South Asia Azeem et al. (2021)  
67 Literature Pakistan/South Asia Ilyas et al. (2021)  
68 Literature Pakistan/South Asia Mussarat et al. (2021)  
69 Literature Pakistan/South Asia Ullah et al. (2021)  
70 Literature Romania/Western and Central Europe Barșon et al. (2021)  
71 Literature Russia/Eastern Europe and Central Asia Bagrintseva and Ivashenenko 

(2021)  
72 Literature Serbia/Western and Central Europe Latkovic et al. (2020)  
73 Literature Serbia/Western and Central Europe Tamindžić et al. (2021)  
74 Literature Serbia/Western and Central Europe Simić et al. (2020)  
75 Literature Thailand/East Asia Huq (1987)  
76 Literature Thailand/East Asia Feil et al. (2005)  
77 Literature Turkey/West Asia Ortas (2018)  
78 Literature Turkey/West Asia Ibrikci et al. (1998)  
79 Literature Uganda/Africa Kaizzi et al. (2012)  
80 Literature United States/North America Jung et al. (1972)  
81 Literature United States/North America Da Cunha Leme Filho et al. (2020)  
82 Literature United States/North America Lutz Jr et al. (1974)  
83 Literature United States/North America Miao et al. (2006)  
84 Literature United States/North America Mueller et al. (2019)  
85 Literature United States/North America Tsai et al. (1992)  
86 Literature United States/North America Perry and Olson (1975)  
87 Literature United States/North America Woli et al. (2018)  
88 Literature United States/North America Adeyemi et al. (2020)  
89 Literature United States/North America Cannon et al. (2021)  
90 Literature Venezuela/Latin America Barrios and Basso (2018)  
91 Literature Zimbabwe/Africa Manzeke-Kangara et al. (2021)  
92 Data 

request 
Argentina/Latin America Salvagiotti et al. (2017) Fernando Garcia (Facultad de Ciencias 

Agrarias, Universidad Nacional de Mar del 
Plata) 

93 Data 
request 

Brazil, China, India, USA (Latin America, East Asia, South Asia, North 
America). 

AngloAmerican Rachel Fields/Timothy Lewis 
(AngloAmerican) 

(continued on next page) 
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Appendix C. Random forest predictions for yield potential 

The methodology for predicting yield potential for some locations 
not already included in the Global Yield Gap Atlas (GYGA, https://www. 
yieldgap.org/) were as follows: 

Selection countries and climate zones (CZs). 
1. Identify countries to be included. Threshold of > 50,000 ha na-

tional harvested area (using SPAM map) for all cereals and water-regime 
combinations separately. 

2. Identify CZs to be included from the selected countries for each of 
the cereal and water-regime combinations. First, select CZs with > 1% 
national harvested area. Rank those CZs in the country by harvested area 
and select CZs until 50% of the national harvested area is reached. 

Variables to explain variability in non-water limited yield po-
tential (Yp), and water limited yield potential (Yw) .  

• Climate zone variables (classes) obtained from GYGA  
o Growing degree days (10 classes), Aridity index (10 classes), 

Temperature seasonality (3 classes)  
• Latitude. The absolute latitude of the centroid of the climate zone 

was included as a measure of radiation intercepted. In case the 
climate zone is present in multiple disjunct locations across the same 
country the average value of the centroids was taken.  

• Total growth duration (https://ipad.fas.usda.gov/ogamaps/cropcale 
ndar.aspx).  

• Additional variables to explain variability in Yw  
o Total seasonal precipitation (NASA-power). 

o Soil variables of dominant soil type in that CZ (ISRIC wise data-
base, https://data.isric.org/geonetwork/srv/eng/catalog.search 
#/metadata/d9eca770-29a4- 4d95-bf93-f32e1ab419c3)  

o Total available water capacity for the default soil depth of 100 cm 
for deep soil units, to 10 cm for shallow Lithosols, and to 30 cm for 
Rankers and Rendzinas (TAWC, 9 classes) 

Regression. 
We used a random forest regression model. Analysis was done in R 

using the randomForest function and for cross-validation the rf.cross-
Validation function (from the randomForest and the rfUtilities package, 
respectively) was used. For the random forest regression and the cross- 
validation the proportion of data withheld was 0.10 (default value), 99 
cross validations (default value), and the number of trees to grow was set 
to 500. 

Additional information for estimation of Yp. 
In GYGA for rainfed crops when estimating Yw, at the same time Yp 

is also estimated (for the growing season and cultivar of rainfed crops). 
Normally this is only used for the purpose of obtaining the degree of 
water limitation for that specific climate zone. Here, we made use of this 
estimated Yp. For the present study it means that we included some CZs 
with irrigated cereals, while they do not feature in GYGA as their areas 
were considered too small (instead only rainfed cereals were 
considered). 

Appendix D. Standard deviations of important variables 

See Appendix Table D1 here. 

Table D1 
Standard deviation values of important variables in dataset analyzed in this study* .  

Region* * Mean values for each variable* ** 

FN 
(kg ha-1) 

FP 
(kg 
ha-1) 

FK 
(kg 
ha-1) 

CPY 
(Mg DM 
ha-1) 

CRY 
(Mg DM 
ha-1) 

Ypot 
(Mg DM 
ha-1) 

HI 
(-) 

CPN 
(%) 

CRN 
(%) 

Africa  113  27  50  1.76 2.89 4.37 0.08 0.36 0.37 
East Asia  108  52  65  2.91 2.57 1.34 0.09 0.38 0.28 
Eastern Europe & Central Asia  30  0  0  0.85 NA NA NA NA NA 
Latin America  77  17  25  2.49 2.52 0.65 0.06 0.22 0.14 
North America  102  17  44  2.87 2.52 1.07 0.07 0.21 0.23 
Oceania  82  0  0  2.14 1.75 NA 0.07 0.13 0.14 
South Asia  81  24  49  2.61 3.18 0.68 0.09 0.36 0.36 
West Asia  130  43  52  5.6 2.09 0.86 0.11 0.24 0.01 
Western and Central Europe  76  27  73  2.7 NA 0 NA 0.27 NA 

*The standard deviation values are representative across all treatments in the data provided and may not represent the standard deviation values for the typical 
fertilizer application rates in each region. * *Region based on IFA (2021). * **where: CPY=crop product yield (megagrams dry matter (Mg DM) ha-1), CRY=crop 
residue yield (Mg DM ha-1), HI=harvest index (product yield as a proportion of above ground biomass), FN=fertilizer nitrogen (N) applied (kg N ha-1), FP=fertilizer 
phosphorus applied (kg elemental P ha-1), FK=fertilizer potassium applied (kg elemental K ha-1), CPN=crop product N concentration % (100 × kg N kg-1 DM), 
CRN=crop residue N concentration % (100 × kg N kg-1 DM),Ypot= yield potential from Global Yield Gap Atlas (Mg DM crop product ha-1). * ** *Unique trial locations 
(based on GPS coordinates) were used as a proxy for estimating the number of trials per region. 

Table B1 (continued ) 

# Source Country/IFA Region Publication or organization from 
which data came from 

Contact who shared raw data 

94 Data 
request 

USA, Vietnam, China, Ethiopia, Nigeria, India, Philippines, Indonesia 
(North America, East Asia, East Asia, Africa, Africa, South Asia, East 
Asia, East Asia). 

International Fertilizer 
Association 
Wortmann et al. (2009) 
Setiyono et al. (2010) 

Achim Dobermann (International Fertilizer 
Association) 

95 Data 
request 

Iran/West Asia Jahangirlou et al. (2021) Maryam Rahimi Jahangirlou 

96 Data 
request 

Mexico/Latin America NA Tek Saptoka (CIMMYT)  
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Appendix E. Correlation matrix 

See Appendix Fig. E1 here. 

Fig. E1. Correlation matrix for selected variables where variable definitions are included in Table 1. On the diagonal, this figure shows the distribution of each 
variable as histograms, below the diagonal are the bivariate scatter plots with fitted (density) lines in red displayed. Above the diagonal are the correlation values 
with the significance level displayed with the following symbols denoting p-values of between: 0–0.001 = ** *, 0.001–0.01 = ** , 0.01–0.05 = *, 0.05–0.1 = ”.”, and 
0.1–1 = ” ”. 
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Appendix F. Coefficients used in the final selected models 
whereby Crop Product Yield (CPY) is in units of megagrams (Mg) 
dry matter (DM) per hectare, Harvest Index (HI) is a proportion, 
CPY as a proportion of yield potential (relative yield-RY) is in Mg 
DM per hectare, fertilizer nitrogen application rates (FN) are in 
kg nitrogen per square meter, and fertilizer phosphorus 
application rates (FP) are in kg elemental phosphorus per square 
meter 

See Table F1 here. 

Appendix G. Regression for actual and predicted harvest index 
(HI) of maize using the model where CPY was log-transformed 

See Appendix Fig. G1 here. 

Table F1 
Coefficients used in the prediction equation (a and b) for harvest index (HI) whereby the equation had CPY log-transformed i.e. HI = a × log(CPY) +b.  

Region a b 

Africa 0.09 0.25 
East Asia 0.04 0.41 
Eastern Europe and Central Asia NA NA 
Latin America 0.07 0.34 
North America 0.10 0.26 
Oceania 0.13 0.16 
South Asia 0.11 0.22 
West Asia 0.13 0.15 
Western and Central Europe NA NA 
Across all regions* 0.07 0.33 

*These coefficients were used for the prediction equation when regional variation was not accounted for. 

Fig. G1. Regression for actual and predicted harvest index (HI) of maize where CPY was log-transformed using the HI = a × log(CPY) +b model (log_1). Plot G.1a is 
shown for the regression model where regional effect was not accounted for, and plot G.1b is shown for the regression model where regional effect was accounted for. 
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Appendix H. Regression for actual and predicted harvest index 
(HI) of maize using linear mixed-effects models 

See Appendix Fig. H1 here. 

Fig. H1. Regression for actual and predicted harvest index (HI) of maize using the H1_1 (plot H.1a), H1_2 (plot H.1b), H1_10 (plot H.1c) linear mixed-effects models.  
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Appendix I. Regression for actual and predicted crop product 
nitrogen (N) concentration (CPN) of maize using the linear 
mixed-effects models 

See Apendix Fig. I1 here. 

Fig. I1. Regression for actual and predicted crop product nitrogen (N) concentration (CPN) of maize using the H2_3 (plot I.1a), H2_6 (plot I.1b), H2_10 (plot I.1c), 
and H2_14 (plot I.1d) linear mixed-effects models. 
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Appendix J. Regression for actual and predicted crop residue 
nitrogen (N) concentration (CRN) of maize using the linear 
mixed-effects models 

See Appendix Fig. J1 here. 

Fig. J1. Regression for actual and predicted crop residue nitrogen (N) concentration (CRN) of maize using the H3_3 (plot J.1a), H3_7 (plot J.1b), H3_11 (plot J.1c) 
and H3_16 (plot J.1d) linear mixed-effects models. 
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Appendix K. Regression for actual and predicted harvest index 
(HI), crop product nitrogen (N) concentration (CPN) and crop 
residue nitrogen (N) concentration (CRN) of maize using simple 
regression models 

See Appendix Table K1 here. 
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H1_1 HI ~ CPY  0.37 
H1_2 * HI ~ CPY + CPY2  0.39 
H1_10 HI ~ Ypot + CPY  0.28 
H2_3 CPN ~ CPY + FN + FP  0.09 
H2_6 CPN ~ FN + FP  0.07 
H2_10 CPN ~ Ypot + FN  0.22 
H2_14 CPN ~ RY+FN  0.29 
H3_3 CRN ~ CPY + FN + FP  0.15 
H3_7 CRN ~ Ypot + FN  0.21 
H3_11 CRN ~ RY + FN  0.29 
H3_16 CRN ~ CPN + CPY + FN 

+FP+FK  
0.19 

*Where CPY=crop product yield, Ypot = yield potential, FN=fertilizer nitrogen 
application, FP= fertilizer phosphorus application, and RY is relative yield 
expressed as CPY/Ypot. 
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